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Checker Distributors makes every effort to maintain correct pricing. However, we recognize errors and changes do occur. Checker is not 
responsible for typographical errors, misprints, or manufacturer price changes. All prices are subject to change without notice.  
If you are concerned about your pricing, contact customer service at custservice@checkerdist.com.

F R A N C E

Titanium Professional Scissors Discover these high-quality scissors designed 
for durability and high cutting performance. Thicker blades, titanium coating, 
ultra-resistant blade fastening system and ergonomic  
“full“ rings, these scissors are  
designed for professionals.   

8-1/4” #25821 Retail $35.70
9-1/4” #25823 Retail $40.80
10-1/4” #25826 Retail $45.90

Sew On Labels Customize 
your projects easily thanks 
to these woven labels! 1’’ 3/8 
square label, pre-folded, which 
fits all clothes, & projects.  
#71002 & #71003 Retail $8.30 

Dressmakers 
Extra Fine Pins  
30 mm/ 1.18”  
0.60 mm. 
#84950  
Retail $11.50   

Quilt Jazz Soft 
Notebooks Set  
#BQ-SN5QJ Retail $10.99 

Enamel Pin  
#BQ-EP11 
Retail $9.99   

Quilt Jazz Washi 
Tape #BQ-BQWT02
Retail $10.99

Playful Panel Quilts  
Explore the possibilities of 
creating small freeform quilts 
using a montage technique that 
will help you unleash your artistic 
flair. #11591 Retail $22.95 

Glow Rulers  
Designed to bring light 
where you need it – the lines of your ruler! Great for 
both light and dark fabrics, these rulers have been 
designed to make fussy cutting easier. The ruler 
lights up the fabric, helping you see details, and 
making for more accurate fussy cuts. 
12-1/2in Square #CM24GR125 Retail $78
12-1/2in Square Leftie #CM24GR125L Retail $78
6-1/2 x 24in #CM24GR624 Retail $91
6-1/2 x 24in Leftie #CM24GR624L Retail $91

Yarn Ball Winder  
Transform skeins 
of yarn into perfect 
tangle-free center-
pull balls with this 
sleek yarn ball 
winder. #3205CV 
Retail $99.95 

Roxanne 
Temporary 
Adhesive Spray  
Use to baste a 
binding, tack a 
trim, hold a hem 
in place for sewing, 
secure a stabilizer under fabric 
for machine embroidery, and 
more. Repositionable, will not 
transfer to other surfaces, stain 
or otherwise damage fabric or 
clog needles. The tackiness of 
the adhesive will lessen and 
evaporate over time as fabric is 
manipulated. #RX-TAS72  
Retail $19.99    

#360EV-407

#360EV-408

#360EV-409

#360EV-410

#360EV-501

#360EV-502

#360EV-503

#360EV-504

#360EV-505

#360EV-601

Eco Vita Organic Crewel 
Thread 16.4yd Retail $1.79 

Chalk Cartridge Set  
#3095 Retail $19.49 

Liquid Stitch 
Glue Mini Tube 
Display  
Easy-to-squeeze 
tube with 
precision tip. 
Liquid stitch dries 
clear and flexible. 
#653122 Retail 
$35.88  

Bigger Bobbin  
Boat Trio #887-M  
Retail $18.99 

Hemline Tape Measure  
60in Retractable 18pc #253HEM2DB Retail $198

Tape Measure Pink & Navy 14pc #253HEM3DB Retail $154

Iron Cleaner 20pc  #4801DB Retail $100

Magnetic Pin Holder 16pc    #4918DB Retail $192

Sew Handy Led Tool Blue 18pc  #4925 Retail $207

Carbon Steel Safety  
Pins In Glass Jar Gold,  
Silver, Black 50pc

#9415886DB Retail $62.82

Karen Abrahamovich
State Quilt Patterns   
See all  50 States available at checkerdist.com!

Minnesota #KA-023
Retail $12

Michigan #KA-022  
Retail $12

Plus Many More!
VISIT CHECKERDIST.COM 
TO SEE ALL

#5628-310

#5628-3346

#5628-350
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#5628-3727
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#5628-434

#5628-498

#5628-522

#5628-535

Six Strand Floss Cone 
2279yds 500G  
Retail $86

Eco Vita Organic Floss Cones

Stay Put Pedal Pad 
by Deb Heatherly! Will stop 
your pedal from roaming 
the floor while you sew. This 
versatile pad is compatible 
with most floor types and 
sewing machine pedals.  
Size: 9" x 9" #TGQ146  
Retail $7.99
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Fabric and Craft Scissor Set 3pc 5.5in, 6.75in, 8.5in scissor sizes. 
Scissors feature durable stainless steel blades for long-lasting 

sharpness. Includes: Three Pairs #00137DS Retail $9.99 

Maintenance  
Tool Kit #00124DS  
Retail $12.99 

Large Eye Hand  
Needles #00133DS  
Retail $4.99   

Hook Eye Needle  
Threader #00148DS  
Retail $2.99   

Beautiful interior/exterior design, these totes are both the 
practical and attractive companion for any serious sewist.   
See all at checkerdist.com for dimensions.

Basket Of Daisies Perle Edge Pillowcases #1600-121 Retail $17.20
Lillies Perle Edge Pillowcases #1600-819 Retail $17.20
Beautiful Blooms Lace Edge Pillowcases #1800-684 Retail $18.90

6” Hoop Kits Everything is included 
in these kits: your stamped pattern, 
floss, needle & hoop. You will be able 
to frame, hang and display your finished 
embroidered creation!   

Butterfly  #4096-729 Retail $10.80
Peace  
& Love  #4096-825 Retail $10.80
Highland 
Cow #4096-973 Retail $10.80

Wheelbarrow #320-240 Retail $11.50
Basket  
Of Roses  #320-485 Retail $11.50

Butterfly #320-967 Retail $11.50

Decorative Hand Towels Each package 
contains a pair of 17in x 28in decorative 
hand towels, and embroidery design 
guide.   

Perle Edge Pillowcases Each package contains one pair of standard size pillowcases, with a finished 
edge. Additional materials needed to complete: Hoop, needle, and floss.   

18” Quilt Blocks Cross Stitch only 
design, with quilting marks. Materials 
needed to complete: Backing, batting, 
hoop, needle, floss and thread. Floss 
requirements included.   

Hydrangeas #732-760 Retail $13.50
Finch #732-949 Retail $13.50

Plus Many More!
VISIT CHECKERDIST.COM 
TO SEE ALL

Bless You #AP5001 Retail $4.25
Be Positive #AP5002 Retail $4.25
Cardinal #AP5003 Retail $4.25
Flower #AP5004 Retail $4.25
Flamingo #AP5005 Retail $4.25
Friendship #AP5006 Retail $4.25

Tissue Box Fabric Art 
Panels and Patterns

Shown:
Bless You Pattern #JHD-APP5001 Retail $8.99
Be Positive Pattern #JHD-APP5002 Retail $8.99
Cardinals Pattern  #JHD-APP5003 Retail $8.99
Flower Pattern #JHD-APP5004 Retail $8.99
Flamingo Pattern #JHD-APP5005 Retail $8.99
Friendship Pattern #JHD-APP5006 Retail $8.99

Over the Shoulder Sewing Machine Tote Blue 
Grey Floral #EVM13358-3 Retail $70

Sewing Machine Carry Tote  
Plum Confetti #EVM13479-1 Retail $60

XL 4-Wheel Rolling Sewing Case Plum  
Confetti #EVM13475-1 Retail $179 + FREIGHT

4-Wheel Rolling Sewing Case Tan Floral 
#EVM13476-1 Retail $150 + FREIGHT

Rolling Serger Case Blue Grey Floral  
#EVM13517-1 Retail $130 + FREIGHT

Plus Many More!
VISIT CHECKERDIST.COM 
TO SEE OUR ENTIRE STOCK

Tropical Breeze 500pc #14636 Retail $14.99
Locally Made 1000pc #31928 Retail $18.99
Quilted Sunset 500pc #42310S Retail $14.99
The Knit Shop 500pc #44284 Retail $14.99
Pumpkin Patch 1000pc #32744 Retail $18.99

Puzzles!
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Grandma’s Sewing Room Sign #LAL-AS1201 Retail $24
I’ll Be In My Office Sign #LAL-AS1202 Retail $24
In My Dream World Sign #LAL-AS1203 Retail $24
Once Upon A Time Sign #LAL-AS1204 Retail $24
Weekend Forecast Sign #LAL-AS1205 Retail $24
Sewing Room Happy Place Sign  #LAL-AS1801 Retail $30
Harmless Hobby Sign #LAL-AS1802 Retail $30
Words You Can’t Use Sign  #LAL-AS1803 Retail $30
I Like Quilting Tumbler #LAL-T10 Retail $25
Certified Sewciopath Tumbler   #LAL-T11 Retail $25
Love To Quilt Tumbler #LAL-T12 Retail $25
Pedal to the Metal Tumbler #LAL-T13 Retail $25
Fabric Stash Sign #LAL-AS407 Retail $16
Sewing Room Signs #LAL-AS401, #LAL-AS402, #LAL-AS403 Retail $16/ea
Quilting Studio Signs #LAL-AS404, LAL-AS405, LAL-AS406 Retail $16/ea

Quilt Storage Bag Lavender #QSB-LAV Retail $19.99
Quilt Storage Bag Winter Green #QSB-WNTR Retail $19.99
Quilt Storage Bag Night Fall Blue #QSB-NGHT Retail $19.99

Birds Nest Tool Kit 
The ultimate solution for 
untangling thread knots on 
your sewing or embroidery 
machine. With a hook & a knife, this toolkit helps you carefully 
untangle threads that gather underneath your fabric, while the 
sharp knife allows for precise cutting to free your project from 
the machine. #MS-BNTK Retail $15.49 

These high capacity quilt storage bags offer a safe and convenient 
solution for storing quilts and various items like blankets, fabrics, 
duvets, pillows, and clothing. They expand to 22” x 15”x 8” which 
easily fits two double quilts. They feature a transparent front panel 
for easy identification, strong double-zippers, heavy-duty handles, 
and high-quality breathable material. These bags provide long-
lasting protection and easy transport. Size: 22in x 15in x 8in 

Ironing Board Cover 
Premium 100% cotton 
cover for durability, 
with an attached fiber 
felt pad for better 
pressing and ironing 
performance, easy 
and secure fit. Firm 
felt lining provides a 
smooth surface, and 
wicks away steam and 
moisture for better 
pressing and ironing.  
Size: 54” x 15” Rectangle Kit &  

Pattern Eucalypt  
#1012EU Retail $34
Circle Kit & Pattern Walnut 
#1013WA Retail $34
Moon Kit & Pattern Walnut   
#1014WA Retail $34

Patchwork Earring Kits 
These use foundation paper piecing  
to make tiny details a breeze. Each  
earring is finished within an elegant 
laser-cut wooden frame. Please note: 
Fabric not included. Kit Includes: 
Wooden frames for one pair of 
earrings (assembly required), one 
pair of 20mm Surgical Stainless Steel 
Earring Hoops, Foundation papers  
for one pair of earrings, Instructions  
for foundation paper piecing and 
earring construction.

During this six-part club series, you’ll learn the foundational knowledge of bag making, explore new 
materials, techniques, and make five skill-building projects! Basic tools like scissors, a ruler, washi tape 
and more are included in the Month 1 kit, while fabrics, batting, zippers, hardware & whatever 
else you might need for each project are included in each of the other kits!

Month 1: Book & Supplies #STMBM1 Retail $119.99
Month 2: Quilted Pouches #STMBM2Retail $79.99
Month 3: Crossbody Bag #STMBM3 Retail $69.99

Making Bags Book Club 
Month 4: Beginner Tote #STMBM4 Retail $99.99
Month 5: Hobo Bag #STMBM5 Retail $99.99
Month 6: Handbag #STMBM6 Retail $99.99

Plus Many More!
VISIT CHECKERDIST.COM 
TO SEE OUR ENTIRE STOCK

Floral 
#M3-FLORAL
Retail $25

Silhouette   
#M3-SILHOUETTE
Retail $25
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These adorable guys are premium 
designs with everything a foundation 
paper piece quilter could want. 
Contains a color map, fabric list, 
assembly guide, and foundation 

paper piecing 
instructions. The full 
pattern is printed on 
foundation paper. No 
Y-seam knowledge 
of foundation paper 
piecing is required to 
assemble this work of 
art. The basics of paper 
piecing are explained in 
a short photo-enhanced 
guide included with 
your kit.
#LK-PT028 & #LK-PT044 
Retail $69   

Best Press Spray Starch Lemon 
Scent 16oz The newest fragrance 
in the Best Press line is here and 
you’re going to love it! We have 
carefully formulated a bright, 
clean scent that captures the 
essence of fresh lemons. Light 
citrus Lemon Mist will transport 
you to the lemon groves of Italy’s 
Amalfi Coast. Use it on your 
next quilting project or everyday 
clothing to elminate wrinkles 
and stiffen fabric. No flaking, 
clogging, or white residue on 
dark fabrics. More effective than 
any starch you’ve ever used.  
#60076 Retail $8.95   

12IN X 18IN WOOL FELT Cost $12.37 ea
Good Vibe Blue #WCF00112X180525
Boogie Beige #WCF00112X180608
Trippin’ Terracotta #WCF00112X180657
Groovy Green #WCF00112X180750
Far Out Mint Chocolate Chip #WCF00112X182717

36IN X 36IN WOOL FELT Cost $9.32 ea

Good Vibe Blue  #WCF00136SQ0525
Boogie Beige #WCF00136SQ0608
Trippin’ Terracotta #WCF00136SQ0657
Groovy Green #WCF00136SQ0750
Far Out Mint Chocolate Chip  #WCF00136SQ2717

36IN X 10YDS WOOL FELT   Cost $5.07/yd + FREIGHT
Good Vibe Blue  #WCF001YD0525
Boogie Beige  #WCF001YD0608
Trippin’ Terracotta #WCF001YD0657
Groovy Green  #WCF001YD0750
Shocking Pink #WCF001YD0912
Far Out Mint Chocolate Chip #WCF001YD2717

Sewing Bundles 
Gift a bundle of handmade baby accessories to 
an expectant family! These sweet animal-themed 
bundles feature patterns to make burp cloths, 
lined bibs, hot water bottle covers, & teethers. 
Add embroidered details for adorable accents!   

Baby Lion   #BSI299 Retail $16
Baby Bunny   #BSI298 Retail $16
Baby Giraffe #BSI314 Retail $16

This Laser can attach to almost
any sewing machine above the
needle area and projects a laser
directly onto your fabric.
Making it effortless to keep your
seams completely straight. This
allows the quilter/sewist to make
precise stitches without any
fabric marking or measurements
before-hand. Lining up perfectly
straight seams can take patience
and skill. The Sew Q Laser makes
it easy! Stable line doesn’t move
while sewing. Increased accuracy
for sewing and quilting. Can
reduce sewing time. Easy to
align and attach. Hard mounted
and adjustable. USB powered
and no batteries to recharge
with 4ft cord. On/Off switch.
Can be moved from machine to
machine with Additional Base Kit. 
#SQL001 Retail $99.95   

The Ultimate Guide to  
Free-Motion Quilting  
with Angela Walters  
Try free-motion quilting–
the Angela Walters way. 
Filled with inspiring 
photos, practical tips for 
making your quilting its 
best, and an extensive 
design library, this 
compendium leaves  
no stone unturned.  
Pages: 320 #11596  
Retail $39.95 

Storage Boxes Featured in Better Homes 
and Gardens American Patchwork and 
Quilting magazine! Summit St Boxes are a 
cute and clever way to store and organize 
all sorts of items like quilting, sewing, 
knitting, and scrapbooking supplies.  
Size: 7” x 7” x 1-1/2” tall.  

Picnic    #SSSB108 Retail $10
Kaleidoscope  #SSSB109 Retail $10
My Bestie  #SSSB110 Retail $10

Plus Many More!
VISIT CHECKERDIST.COM 
TO SEE OUR ENTIRE STOCK

Organic Cotton Labels Screen printed on an a soft, organic cotton 
tag. They are super soft to the touch and never scratchy. The labels 
are fully washable and can handle the heat of the dryer. 8 Labels/pack

Made by Me   #SH-LC151 Retail $8
Made with Joy #SH-LP102 Retail $8
Stitched with Love    #SH-LP104 Retail $8
Daisy  #SH-LP111 Retail $8
Hang Dry  #SH-LP112 Retail $8
Houseplants    #SH-LP117 Retail $8
Made During Naptime #SH-LP118 Retail $8
Made in the Desert   #SH-LP119 Retail $8
Made in the Mountains   #SH-LP120 Retail $8
Made by Auntie #SH-LP128 Retail $8
Made by Grandma   #SH-LP129 Retail $8

Ultimate USB Organizer This durable 
hard shell case contains 12 secure slots to 
organize USBs, a zippered compartment, 
and an elastic-banded section for 
accessories. The perfect tool to help  
any stitcher stay organized!  
Approximate dimensions: 7.5 x 4 x 2  
#USBORGANIZER Retail $14.99 
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Cherished by Quilters Worldwide
WHAT’S NEW

45mm Rotary Cutter
Now with extended blade clearance to help get into the grooves of the Stripology®  
series of rulers and an easy-to-toggle button. #CGRCUT45

45mm & 60mm Rotary Blades are High-quality at an Affordable Price
Designed to work with the Creative Grids® Rotary Cutter & fit most 45mm & 60mm rotary cutters. 
The carbide steel blades are sharp & durable. They easily glide through fabric, vinyl, cork, and 
more. 60mm available in 2 & 5 packs, 45mm available in 2, 5, 10, 30 & 50 packs.

The Original NON-SLIPRuler
creative grids®

 

THE BEST 

#CGR60DIATINY  
Total Size: 4" x 6-1/2" 
Retail $18.49

#CGR60DIAMINI 
Total Size: 5-1/2" x 8-1/2" 
Retail $23.99

#CGR60DIA 
Total Size: 9-3/4" x 16-1/2" 
Retail $36.49

60° Diamond Rulers
Increase your diamond design possibilities with the 60 Degree Diamond Rulers from Krista 
Moser. The newest in the family can cut diamonds up to 3-1/2" from strips and strip sets. Just 
follow the directions in your pattern, or be creative and come up with your own design. The 
basics for cutting diamonds, hexagons, 60° triangles, trapezoids, parallelograms, and 120° 
setting triangles are all included in the inserts that come with each size. Use the original to cut 
diamonds up to 8-1/2" and the mini for diamonds up to 4-1/2".    

COMPANION PATTERNS

Vintage Windmill
The Vintage Windmill pattern 
combines charming color 
combinations with simple shapes 
to create a secondary design 
that is deceptively easy. Use the 
Creative Grids® 60° Diamond 
Mini Ruler to cut diamonds and 
triangles from strip sets. By Krista 
Moser from The Quilted Life. 
#TQL10020 Retail $12

Hexie Hot Air Balloons  
What a perfect wall hanging  
or baby quilt! Who hasn’t  
dreamed of taking a hot air  
balloon ride among the clouds?  
41-1/2" x 48-1/2". Yardage Friendly. 
Use with CGR60DIA. By Krista 
Moser from Cut Loose Press™. 
#CLPKMS002 Retail $3.99 

O Say Can You See  
This table runner is the perfect 
choice for the summer holidays. 
Construction is simple – there 
are no Y seams. Since the design 
is created with a combination of 
triangles, trapezoids and half-
triangles, its a great way to learn 
how to use the Creative Grids®  
60° Tiny Diamond Ruler!  
Length: 19" x 40". By Krista 
Moser from Cut Loose Press™. 
#CLPKMS008 Retail $3.99

KEEPS GETTING B etter!B etter!

EVERYONE LOVES DDiamondsiamonds  BIG AND TINY!

14" Rotating Cutting Mat
Has an improved base and reinforced 
core that’s more durable than before. 
It makes squaring up blocks up to 14" 
easy and efficient. #CGRMATR14 $51.99

N ew!N ew!

by Krista Moserby Krista Moserby Krista Moserby Krista Moser

Creative Grids® Rulers are made in the USA and sold through independent quilt shops as well as select online 
retailers. Creative Grids® products have a MAP/IMAP (Minimum Advertised Price/Internet Minimum Advertised Price) 
Policy. Please do not advertise them for less than the suggested retail price.

28" x 58" Table Mat for Your Shop or Studio Cost 
includes pre-paid freight. #CGRMAT2858 Retail $229.99

Self-Healing Double Sided Rotary  
Cutting Mat Assortment With Rack
This specially designed wire rack 
assortment contains three of each of our 
four high-quality self-healing cutting mats. 
Mat sizes included: 6" x 8", 12" x 18",  
18" x 24", & 24" x 36". #CGRMATAST  
Cost $233.94 + FREIGHT

Scan the QR Code to view a how-to video  
of these features and to see the projects that  
can be made with the New 60° Tiny Diamond.

http://www.checkerdist.com/products/CGRCUT45
 http://www.checkerdist.com/products/CGRCUT45
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/CGR60DIA
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/CGR60DIAMINI
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/CGR60DIATINY
https://www.checkerdist.com/products/TQL10020
https://www.checkerdist.com/products/CLPKMS002
https://www.checkerdist.com/products/CLPKMS008
https://www.checkerdist.com/products/CGRMAT2858
https://www.checkerdist.com/products/CGRMATAST
https://www.checkerdist.com/products/CGRMATR14
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The Original NON-SLIPRuler
creative grids®

 

50% LESS

10%
OFF

50% LESS

10%
OFF

Old Glory 
Patriotic & 
Traditional. 
This is a 
patriotic 
pattern 
that speaks 
to American pride. This uses 
traditional techniques and 
foundation paper piecing. 
#CH258 Retail $12   

Embroidery 
Scissor Display 
Stars & Stripes 
18ct Assorted 
patriotic designs. 
Fine tipped 
straight blades.  
#6340A-82  
Retail $81 
$36.45  

Exploding 
Stars  
#2 in the 
“Let’s Get 
Creative” 
series. Great for classes 
and demos, this little 
topper finishes 29” x 29” 
and features the Creative 
Grids® Half Rectangle 
Trim Tool CGRDH6.  
#DH2312 Retail $6   

Salute A patriotic quilt with flying geese and stars. This 
pattern uses Creative Grids® CGRDH2 Strippy Stars Tool  
and CGRDH4 Ultimate Flying Geese Tool. Finished size:  
38” x 54”.  #DH1752 Retail $10   

Bookmark Patriotic Quilt  
#ITT-BK165 Retail $1.99 $0.95

Note Cards Sweet  
Land Of Liberty  
#SBL09 Retail $7 $3.33

Note Cards Stacked 
Quilt Patriot #RB60 
Retail $7 $3.33

It Takes Two
50% LESS

5%
OFF

God Bless America Table Top 
Display Celebrate your love of this 
great country of ours when you craft 
this ’Made in Hoop’ patriotic display 
that features vivid applique with star 
and stripe detail, bold satin stitch 
lettering and arching stars above & 
below. #JBDGBA Retail $16 

Pair it with this Tri -Stand  
from Ackfeld Manufacturing!

Star of Valor Pattern Includes: Instructions, Cover Sheet, 
Yardage Information, Foundation Papers, Expansion 
Information #JNQ00281P16 Retail $84   

16” Star Dowel Holder   
#22427 Retail $12.88 $5.80

6” Star Craft Hanger  
#66110 Retail $6.12 $2.75

12” Powder Coated Star Hanger 
#70480 Retail $7.08 $3.19

22” Three Stars Fabric Holder  
#86297 Retail $21.62 $9.73

16” Star Hanger With Dowel
#89327 Retail $16.67 $7.50

These 
puzzles are 

Eco-Friendly 
and made of 
Soy-Based 

Inks. These 
interlocking 
pieces feature 
a durable 
construction. 

The large pieces make  
for an easy grip. #95992 
Retail $19.49 $10.18   

Stars and Bars  
Easy strip piecing, simple hour glass 
blocks, and paper pieced stars all combine 
for a quick to piece patriotic themed quilt. 
Quilt pictured is made with a selection of 
fabrics from Michael Miller’s America the 
Beautiful line.  Quilt finishes at 60” x 70”.  
#TSAB-234 Retail $12   

Quilts of Valor  Pack of 12 patterns that meet the 
requirements for Quilts of Valor. #VRDDR007 Retail $14.95   

by Krista Moserby Krista Moser

45% LESS

5%
OFF

Table Top Tri-Stand Hanger 
Show off needlepoint, cross 
stitch, quilt blocks and more 
with this delightful display. 
Color: White. Size: 4” x 9” 
#87297 Retail $24.64 $11.70 

  

50% LESS

5%
OFF
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Fat Quarter Kona 
Cotton Christmas 
Holiday Palette,  
12pcs/bundle   
#FQ-1379-12  
Cost $18.
+ FREIGHT

The Original NON-SLIPRuler
creative grids®

 

50% LESS

10%
OFF

Holly Split Bottom Craft Holder  
Festively present projects like cross stitch, quilt blocks and more! 
Color: Gray.  4” x 12” #36642 Retail $17.92 $8.06   

8” All Purpose Scissors 
Holiday Patterns  
Assorted pattern blades. Comfort handles with 
Stainless Steel blades. For right or left hand use. 
#198A-42 Retail $2.49 $1.12 MINIMUM 12

Sew a Winter  
Woodland Christmas  
Make winter crafting fun with this 
unique project! Enjoy creating 
20 whimsical woodland holiday 
motifs with a wintery twist.  
Pages: 72  #11583 Retail $22.95

Christmas Prints 10pcs x 5yds, 50yd bundles  
Approx. 50yds bundles,100% Cotton 45in. Flat fold 
bundle images are a representation of the group. Not 
exact fabrics. #XMAS-ASST Cost $4.10/yd $3.95/yd + FREIGHT

Yuletide Sampler II Block-
of-the-Month Quilt Pattern 
Barn Star Sampler author, 
Shelley Cavanna’s Yuletide 
Sampler II is a playful 
recoloring of her original 
Yuletide Sampler project. 
This pattern features a bold 
and bright traditional holiday 
color palette and features 
festive blocks like the 
Christmas Star, the Flower 
Star, and Evergreen Trees 
Most blocks. #CQ-2309 
Retail $36   

This book contains 11 projects that are perfect to 
use throughout the year. Each project is shown in 
Christmas fabric as well as an alternate colorway to 
give you plenty of ideas. The patterns include a fun 
wall hanging, an octagonal tree skirt that can also 
be a table topper, 2 quilts that are quick, easy, and 
strip friendly, 1 quilt perfect for fussy cuts, a large 
Christmas tree, and so much more!  
#DH2213 Retail $20   

Black #117UA-310 Retail $1.05 $0.47
Christmas Red #117UA-321 Retail $1.05 $0.47
Dark Christmas Red #117UA-498 Retail $1.05 $0.47
Bright Christmas Red  #117UA-666 Retail $1.05 $0.47
Christmas Green #117UA-699 Retail $1.05 $0.47
Bright Christmas Green  #117UA-700 Retail $1.05 $0.47
Light Christmas Green #117UA-701 Retail $1.05 $0.47
Snow White #117UA-B5200 Retail $1.05 $0.47
Ecru  #117UA-ECRU Retail $1.05 $0.47
White #117UA-WHT Retail $1.05 $0.47

Companion Creative Grids®  
by Deb Heatherly!

Cat’s Cradle 
Tool #CGRDH1 
Retail $23.99   

Strippy Stars Tool 
#CGRDH2 Retail 
$23.99   

Ultimate Flying 
Geese Tool 
#CGRDH4  
Retail $28.99   

Kitty Cornered 
Ruler #CGRDH5 
Retail $30.99   

50% LESS

10%
OFF

Extra Fine Pins  
Christmas Assortment    
#99966 Retail $146.50 
$69.59

Christmas Sewing  
Needles 15pc    
#99988 Retail $250.70 
$106.54

Extra Fine Pins  
Christmas Candy Cane  
#99967 Retail $3.80 $1.81

Extra Fine Pins  
Christmas Village 
#99968 Retail $3.80 $1.81

Extra Fine Pins  
Christmas Red & White   
#99969 Retail $3.80 $1.81

Christmas Sewing  
Needles 40ct    
#99987 Retail $16.70 $7.93

15¢
OFF  

PER YARD

50% LESS

10 %
OFF

50% LESS

5%
OFF

MINIMUM 12

http://www.checkerdist.com/products/FQ-1379-12
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/FQ-1379-12
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/36642
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/36642
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/198A-42
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/198A-42
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/99988
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/11583
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/11583
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/XMAS-ASST
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/XMAS-ASST
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/CQ-2309
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/CQ-2309
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/CGRDH1
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/CGRDH2
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/CGRDH4
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/CGRDH5
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/DH2213
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/DH2213
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/DH2213
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/DH2213
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/117UA-310
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/117UA-321
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/117UA-498
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/117UA-666
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/117UA-699
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/117UA-700
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/117UA-701
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/117UA-B5200
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/117UA-ECRU
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/117UA-WHT
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/117UA-310
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/117UA-321
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/117UA-498
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/117UA-666
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/117UA-699
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/117UA-700
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/117UA-701
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/117UA-B5200
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/117UA-ECRU
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/117UA-WHT
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/CGRDH1
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/CGRDH2
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/CGRDH4
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/CGRDH5
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/99966
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/99988
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/99967
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/99968
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/99969
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/99987
https://www.checkerdist.com/products/99966
https://www.checkerdist.com/products/99967
https://www.checkerdist.com/products/99968
https://www.checkerdist.com/products/99969
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Fa La La La Simply  
Signs Cross Stitch  
In peppermint stick colors, 
this sign will deck the halls 
of any home with so much 
cheer you won’t miss the 
boughs of holly. Comes 
with full-color instructions, 
diagrams, and supply list. 
#ISE-4008 Retail $10.98   

Jolly Snowman  
Cross Stitch  
With a whimsical smile 
& wearing a stovepipe 
hat with holly, he will 
glisten and shine. 
Stitch him up and enjoy 
your very own Jolly 
Snowman. #ISE-4018 
Retail $10.98   

Fat Quarter Fairy Frost 
Noel Bundle, 12pcs/
bundle #FQ-0292  
Cost $27.60  
+ FREIGHT

Pattern booklet with fold out applique 
template pattern sheet printed on 20lb. 
paper. This minimal two-color quilt is a 
perfect addition to your winter décor. The 
quilt finishes 56” x 72”. Traditional Piecing 
and Applique. #OBQDS-75682  
Retail $20   

Winter Colors  
30-1/2” x 48-1/2” 
wall quilt. Begin 
with a 2/3-yard 
panel. Add easy 
quick-corner 
angled piecing. 
This seasonal 
decoration is done! 
Fabrics shown 
from the Birds & 
Berries collection 
from Elizabeth’s 
Studio. Skill Level: 
Beginner. #PT2087 
Retail $10.50 

Winterly Sampler A cross stitch sampler 
with multiple images including cardinals, 
trees, vines, pinecones, snowflakes and 
mistletoe. Stitch Count: 112 wide x 139 
high. Stitched Size: 14 count Aida (over 
one) or 28 count evenweave (over two): 
8” x 10”. Individual designs within the 
sampler range in stitch count from 
 27-34 wide x 8-40 high. #RPCSP-WS410 
Retail $10   

Winterly Twosome Triangle Ornaments 
Cross stitch pattern with multiple 
images for festive holiday ornaments 
or gift toppers. Stitch them up in pairs 
for the diamond shape or as smaller 
single triangles. The chart includes 6 
diamonds of designs. Stitch Count (per 
diamond): 35 wide x 71 high Stitched 
Size: 14 count Aida (over one) or 28 count 
evenweave (over two): 2-1/2” x 5-1/8”. 25 
count Lugana (over two): 2-7/8” x 5-3/4” 
Diamond shaped ornament models are 
stitched on white 14 count Aida using 2 
strands of DMC floss (over one).  
#RPCSP-WTTO411 Retail $10   

50% LESS

5%
OFF

Lite Steam-A-Seam 2 12in x 3yds  
Unleash the collage, landscape and fusible 

applique quilt artist in your 
customers! This is the perfect 

size for a first 
project. The enjoyable experience 
and beautiful results will make 
them regulars in your shop! 
Woven & Fusible. #5436WN  
Retail $28.85 $13.70   

50% LESS

10%
OFF

Christmas Ornaments 
Ornament is 3.5” in diameter and has the same image 
on both sides. Each ornament is dyed aluminum with 
a smooth, glossy finish, is UV protected and almost 
impossible to scratch. Ribbon color may vary. Included: 
Ornament, Ribbon & Card.   

Crazy Quilt Lady #LAL-MC19 Retail $12.99 $5.85
Let It Sew 2.0 #LAL-MC20 Retail $12.99 $5.85
Quilting Around the Christmas Tree #LAL-MC26 Retail $12.99 $5.85
World’s Best Quilter #LAL-MC27 Retail $12.99 $5.85
Merry Christmas Gnome #LAL-MC14 Retail $12.99 $5.85

NORDIC HOMENORDIC HOME Try it with this sale item!

50% LESS

5%
OFF

High quality cross stitch Aida fabric 
woven from 100% cotton yarn.   
Aida Cloth 14ct White 15” x 18”  
#GD14366750 Retail $5.89 $2.99 ea

100% cotton. Perfect 
for cross stitch, 
machine embroidery, punch 
needle, ribbon embroidery, crewel 
and stamped designs.

28ct Monaco 15” x 18” White 
#MO236BX-6750 Retail $6.29 $2.80 ea 

Follow the arrows to see 
great companion items!

https://www.checkerdist.com/products/LAL-MC14
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/6955AA
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/ISE-4008
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/ISE-4018
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/ISE-4018
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/LAL-MC19
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/LAL-MC20
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/LAL-MC26
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/LAL-MC27
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/FQ-0292
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/FQ-0292
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/OBQDS-75682
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/PT2087
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/PT2087
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/RPCSP-WS410
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/RPCSP-WTTO411
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/RPCSP-WS410
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/RPCSP-WTTO411
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/5436WN
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/OBQDS-75682
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/OBQDS-75682
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/OBQDS-75682
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/OBQDS-75682
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/LAL-MC19
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/LAL-MC20
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/LAL-MC26
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/LAL-MC27
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/LAL-MC14
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/GD14366750
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/MO236BX-6750
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/GD14366750
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/MO236BX-6750
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SALEWhat’s What’s OOnn

50% LESS

10%
OFF

50% LESS

10%
OFF

50% LESS

10%
OFF

Essential White  
Transfer Paper   
#20467 Retail $14.95 $6.73

Kim Diehls Best  
Applique Freezer Paper    
#20539 Retail $17.99 $8.10

50% LESS

20%
OFF

Trim-A-Tip Tool  
From the inventor of the popular Add-A-
Quarter™ line of rulers comes this small, 
easy-to-use acrylic tool that allows you to 
trim the tips from triangle-shaped quilt 
pieces for more accurate piecing. Simply 
line up the tool on the noted angle and cut 
off the corners with a rotary cutter! This 
affordable, must-have tool can be used 
with templates or your favorite method for 
making triangles for more precise piecing. 
#20391 Retail $9.95 $4.48  

More Best-Ever Iron-On Quilt Labels This 
value-packed book of 100+ iron-quilt labels 
gives you so many options for personalizing 
your quilts or other artistic projects! With 
labels in multiple sizes for weddings, 
anniversaries, graduations, house warming, 
new babies, and more, you’ll find the 
perfect one for any occasion. Then get 
creative and stitch or color the labels to 
match your style or the project—each 
image will transfer several times.  
#20451 Retail $14.95 $6.73   

50% LESS

10%
OFF

Wonder Fuse 9in x 8in Sheets 10ct   #4090CV Retail $9.96 $4.48
Wonder Fuse Fusible Web 18in x 3yds #4091CVE Retail $23.50 $10.58
Hot Hemmer Pressing Tool #7806CV Retail $18.95 $8.53
Hot Hemmer Pressing Tool Square #7813CV Retail $24.75 $11.14
Hot Ruler Large #7814CV Retail $37.75 $16.99

Anita Lamps Powered by advanced LED technology, they bathe your 
workspace in 2,600 LUX of natural daylight illumination, bringing your 
projects to life with vibrant, true-to-life colors, and enabling unparalleled 
precision. Adjustable brightness combined with premium quality magnifying 
lenses, convenient smartphone holders and practical storage trays elevate 
your crafting experience to new heights. 

Anita Table Lamp #U21058 Retail $239.99 $118.80 + FREIGHT
Anita Floor Lamp #U21088 Retail $269.99 $133.65 + FREIGHT

9” x 12” #U35040
Retail $188.99 $75.60 + FREIGHT

12.5” x 17” #U35030
Retail $293.99 $117.60 + FREIGHT

18” x 23.5” #U35020
Retail $398.99 $159.60 + FREIGHT

Wafer Light Boxes  

EZ Rip N Grip #503EZ Retail $20 $9
Famore Duckbill Applique Scissor 6in #712SP Retail $20 $9
Heavy Duty Razor Edge Fabric Shears #728FMC Retail $36 $16.20
Hook Blade EZ Stitch Snip 5in #738SB Retail $22 $9.90
Famore Shariki Kitchen Shears    #768TS Retail $70 $31.50

40% LESS

10%
OFF

Refill 32oz #F20302 Retail $14.99 $8.09

Premium  
5oz Aerosol  

#F20308 Retail $8.99 $4.85

Fabric Fresh #F20322 Retail $7.99 $4.31

Steamer  
Boost  

#F20323 Retail $7.99 $4.31

Iron  
Cleaner 

#F20326 Retail $5.59 $3.02

Magic Quilting & Crafting

Thimble Craft 
Container Thick 
plastic construction 
in pearl white color. 
Size: 4.7in x 4.7in 
#4911WH Retail 
$14.49 $5.80  

Tulip Pin Cushion 
Display 15pc 
Suction cup can be 
easily attached to 
a sewing machines 
or flat surface. 
#N4915TULIP Retail 
$119.85 $47.94  

50% LESS

20%
OFF

Checker Exclusive!

45% LESS

10%
OFF

Visit checkerdist.com  
to see more sale items!

Home Decor Sewing Fashion 
Starter Set 3pc Purple

#154223 Retail $39.99 $18

Garment Sewing Fashion  
Starter Set 3pc Teal 

#154233 Retail $39.99 $18

Fabric Craft Sewing Fashion 
Starter Set 3pc Pink

#154244 Retail $43.99 $19.80

8in Scissors Playful Posies  #194542-1002 Retail $24.99 $11.25

8in Scissors Avant Garden  #194542-1003 Retail $24.99 $11.25

http://www.checkerdist.com/products/20467
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/20539
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/20467
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/20539
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/20391
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/20391
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/20451
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/20451
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/4090CV
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/4091CVE
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/7806CV
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/7813CV
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/7814CV
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/4090CV
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/4091CVE
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/7806CV
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/7813CV
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/7814CV
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/U21058
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/U21088
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/U35020
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/U35040
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/U21058
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/U21088
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/U35030
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/U35040
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/U35030
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/U35020
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/503EZ
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/712SP
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/728FMC
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/738SB
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/768TS
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/503EZ
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/712SP
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/728FMC
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/738SB
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/768TS
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/F20302
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/F20308
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/F20322
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/F20323
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/F20326
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/F20302
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/F20308
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/F20322
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/F20323
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/F20326
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/4911WH
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/N4915TULIP
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/154233
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/154244
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/194542-1002
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/194542-1003
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/154223
https://www.checkerdist.com/products/4911WH
https://www.checkerdist.com/products/N4915TULIP
https://www.checkerdist.com/search/all?&search_items=&category_id=&author_name=&vendor_num=D160&search_string=&on_sale_flag=1&instock_flag=0&niche_flag=0&usa_flag=0&sort_order=2&sub_category_id=&view_order=1&collection_num=&smallbar=1&link=1
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/154223
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/154233
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/154244
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/194542-1002
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/194542-1003
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NOTIONS

50% LESS

10%
OFF

50% LESS

10%
OFF

50% LESS

20%
OFF

Wonder Fuse 9in x 8in Sheets 10ct   #4090CV Retail $9.96 $4.48
Wonder Fuse Fusible Web 18in x 3yds #4091CVE Retail $23.50 $10.58
Hot Hemmer Pressing Tool #7806CV Retail $18.95 $8.53
Hot Hemmer Pressing Tool Square #7813CV Retail $24.75 $11.14
Hot Ruler Large #7814CV Retail $37.75 $16.99

Perfect Piecing 
Seam Guide   
#PDG301 Retail  
$6.99 $3.15   

6-1/2in Student Scissor #1960-6 Retail $7.70 $3.47
7-1/2in Dressmaker Shears #1960-7 Retail $9 $4.05
6in Hobby Craft Scissor  #1964-6 Retail $7.70 $3.47
8-1/2in Dressmakers Scissor #1960-8M Retail $10.25 $4.61
9-1/2in Dressmakers Scissor #1990-9M Retail $11.55 $5.20
4-1/4in Threadclip #1901-4M Retail $5.10 $2.30
Pixel Scissor Set 4pc #3500-4 Retail $15 $6.75

Spinning Square Cutting Mat 12” #RM-12S Retail $49.49 $21.03
Spinning Square Cutting Mat 17” #RM-17S Retail $94.49 $40.16
Cutting Mat with Grid 6” x 8”  #RM-68 Retail $4.99 $2.12
Cutting Mat with Grid 12” x 18” #RM-CG Retail $20.99 $8.92
Cutting Mat with Grid 18” x 24” #RM-SG Retail $36.49 $15.51
Cutting Mat with Grid 24” x 36” #RM-MG Retail $69.99 $29.75

50% LESS

15%
OFF

Hands-Free Page Magnifier 
#PI-2169 Retail $42.39 $19.08

Medium #PI-1405 Retail $23.89 $10.75
Large #PI-1400 Retail $35.19 $15.84
Extra Large  #PI-1407 Retail $43.99 $19.80
Needlework #PI-1406 Retail $27.49 $12.37

Acid Free 
Tissue Pack   #PI-1410 Retail $5.49 $2.47

Acid Free Quilt/Textile Storage Boxes

Quilt Block Pre-Sew 
Assembly Easel 
#PI-1420 Retail 
$35.29 $15 Portable Quilters 

Pattern Holder 
#PI-1421 Retail 
$26.99 $12.15

Quilter’s Design  
Wall Curtain  
#PI-1425 Retail 
$56.99 $24.22 Pattern Holder w/ Hands  

Free Magnifier #PI-2167  
Retail $65.99 $29.70

S.A. Richards Inc.

Metro Measuring Tape Display Jar 
Assortment includes 36 retractable  
60in measuring tapes. #40020222  
Retail $89.64 $35.86  

50% LESS

20%
OFF

Oval Organizer Navy #CA140N Retail $74.95 $33.73
Petite Organizer Fuchsia  #CA10F Retail $39.95 $17.98
Mini Craft Organizer Blue #CA14RB Retail $55 $24.75

50% LESS

10%
OFF

Block Carry Case Green #CA371G Retail $26 $11.70
Thread Organizer Purple #CA635P Retail $89.95 $40.48
Yazzii Carry All Green #CA120G Retail $154 $69.30

50% LESS

10%
OFF

Entire Stock!Visit checkerdist.com to see over 100  
bags in all shapes, sizes and colors!

Needle Threader w/ LED Light    #202D Retail $9.19 $3.68
Hummingbird Needle Threader    #270 Retail $5.29 $2.12
Flat Flower Pins #3010D Retail $7.99 $3.20
The Ultimate Stiletto #3084 Retail $9.39 $3.76
Small Ergonomic Seam Ripper  #3124 Retail $8.69 $3.48
Thread Cutter Caddy   #3456 Retail $13.49 $5.40
Small Ergonomic Seam Ripper   #5110 Retail $10.69 $4.28
Snag Nab-It Repair Tool   #618 Retail $3.09 $1.24
Blue/Purple Dual Purpose Pen #673-60 Retail $7.19 $2.88

Pincushion Strawberry 4”  #731 Retail $5.09 $2.04
Ultimate Pin Caddy  #799 Retail $20.69 $8.28
Needle Twister   #803 Retail $12.49 $5.00
Needle Storage Tubes   #812 Retail $10.89 $4.36
Soft Grip Tweezers  #818 Retail $13.20 $5.28
Tape Measure Fiberglass 60”   #838 Retail $3.09 $1.24
Bobbin Boat Green #888-43 Retail $5.69 $2.28
Bobbin Boat-3 Pack #888-M Retail $14.89 $5.96
Magnified LED Seam Ripper #947 Retail $14.89 $5.96

50% LESS

15%
OFF

http://www.checkerdist.com/products/CA14RB
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/4090CV
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/4091CVE
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/7806CV
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/7813CV
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/7814CV
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/3084
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/3124
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/888-M
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/947
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/PDG301
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/PDG301
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/1964-6
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/1960-6
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/1960-7
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/1964-6
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/1960-8M
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/1990-9M
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/1901-4M
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/3500-4
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/RM-12S
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/RM-17S
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/RM-68
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/RM-CG
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/RM-MG
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/RM-SG
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/RM-12S
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/RM-17S
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/RM-68
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/RM-CG
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/RM-SG
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/RM-MG
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/PI-2169
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/PI-2169
https://www.checkerdist.com/search/all?search_string=PI-1405,%20PI-1400,%20PI-1407,%20PI-1406,%20PI-1410&search=1&link=1
https://www.checkerdist.com/search/all?search_string=PI-1405,%20PI-1400,%20PI-1407,%20PI-1406,%20PI-1410&search=1&link=1
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/PI-1405
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/PI-1400
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/PI-1407
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/PI-1406
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/PI-1410
https://www.checkerdist.com/search/all?search_string=PI-1405,%20PI-1400,%20PI-1407,%20PI-1406,%20PI-1410&search=1&link=1
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/PI-1420
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/PI-1420
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/PI-1421
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/PI-1421
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/PI-1425
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/PI-1425
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/PI-2167
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/PI-2167
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/40020222
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/40020222
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/CA10F
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/CA140N
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/CA371G
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/CA140N
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/CA10F
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/CA14RB
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/799
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/803
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/812
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/818
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/838
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/5110
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/1990-9M
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/1901-4M
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/3500-4
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/CA120G
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/CA371G
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/CA635P
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/CA120G
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/1960-7
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/1960-6
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/1960-8M
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/202D
https://www.checkerdist.com/search/all?suggested_item=0&related_item=0&top_item=0&b_id=0&search_items=&category_id=0&author_name=&vendor_num=Y150&search_string=&on_sale_flag=0&instock_flag=0&video_flag=0&checkeryou_flag=0&niche_flag=0&usa_flag=0&sort_order=2&sub_category_id=&view_order=1&collection_num=&link=1
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/CA635P
https://www.checkerdist.com/search/all?suggested_item=0&related_item=0&top_item=0&b_id=0&search_items=&category_id=0&author_name=&vendor_num=Y150&search_string=&on_sale_flag=0&instock_flag=0&video_flag=0&checkeryou_flag=0&niche_flag=0&usa_flag=0&sort_order=2&sub_category_id=&view_order=1&collection_num=&link=1
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/202D
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/270
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/3010D
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/3084
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/3124
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/3456
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/5110
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/618
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/673-60
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/3456
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/731
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/888-43
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/673-60
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/618
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/3010D
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/270
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/731
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/799
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/803
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/812
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/818
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/838
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/888-43
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/888-M
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/947
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50% LESS

15%
OFF

THREAD

Mako Cotton 3-ply Longarm Thread

Aurifil’s 100% Mako cotton 3-ply thread is made specifically to handle the rigor of today’s 
high speed high tech longarm machines. It has all the versatility and lustrous color of the 
original 40wt, with the added benefit of extra strength. This thread is perfect for longarm 
quilting, but is also a star for garment sewing, bag-making, domestic machine sewing, and 
more. Don’t worry, it’s still virtually lint free. Thread Weight: 40wt. Length: 3280yds.  
#MK403CO+COLOR Retail $54 $22.95  

Shop original sewing patterns, complete 

project kits, purse hardware, nylon-coil 

handbag zippers, a wide variety of cotton, 

canvas, cork & faux leather fabrics - plus tools, 

notions, interfacing, stabilizers & more, all 

exclusively at checkerdist.com!

Sallie Tomato has Chosen Checker  
to be Their Exclusive Distributor 
Their full line of bag making supplies  will be 
available beginning April 1, 2024!

Antique 
#STS220A   

Retail $119.99 
          $54

Gunmetal 
#STS220B  

Retail $119.99 
          $54

Rose Gold 
#STS220C 

Retail $119.99 
          $54

Gold 
#STS220G  

Retail $119.99 
          $54

Nickel  
#STS220S   

Retail $119.99 
          $54

Ultimate Box Bundle  
of Hardware & Zippers

50% LESS

10%
OFF

NOTIONS
All of these  
colors and more!
VISIT CHECKERDIST.COM 
TO SEE ALL 73

http://www.checkerdist.com/products/PBA246-2
https://www.checkerdist.com/search/all?&search_items=MK403CO1103,%20MK403CO1135,%20MK403CO1140,%20MK403CO1158,%20MK403CO1243,%20MK403CO1246,%20MK403CO1285,%20MK403CO2000,%20MK403CO2021,%20MK403CO2024,%20MK403CO2026,%20MK403CO2110,%20MK403CO2123,%20MK403CO2130,%20MK403CO2250,%20MK403CO2260,%20MK403CO2310,%20MK403CO2311,%20MK403CO2312,%20MK403CO2314,%20MK403CO2315,%20MK403CO2326,%20MK403CO2340,%20MK403CO2360,%20MK403CO2370,%20MK403CO2372,%20MK403CO2410,%20MK403CO2423,%20MK403CO2600,%20MK403CO2605,%20MK403CO2610,%20MK403CO2615,%20MK403CO2620,%20MK403CO2692,%20MK403CO2710,%20MK403CO2715,%20MK403CO2725,%20MK403CO2783,%20MK403CO2784,%20MK403CO2785,%20MK403CO2843,%20MK403CO2905,%20MK403CO3320,%20MK403CO3660,%20MK403CO3770,%20MK403CO3817,%20MK403CO3840,%20MK403CO3852,%20MK403CO3920,%20MK403CO4060,%20MK403CO4150,%20MK403CO4250,%20MK403CO4647,%20MK403CO4651,%20MK403CO4652,%20MK403CO4653,%20MK403CO4654,%20MK403CO4655,%20MK403CO4657,%20MK403CO4658,%20MK403CO4660,%20MK403CO4662,%20MK403CO4663,%20MK403CO4664,%20MK403CO4667,%20MK403CO4668,%20MK403CO4669,%20MK403CO4670,%20MK403CO4671,%20MK403CO5004,%20MK403CO5011,%20MK403CO5020,%20MK403CO6722&category_id=&author_name=&vendor_num=&search_string=&on_sale_flag=0&instock_flag=0&niche_flag=0&usa_flag=0&sort_order=2&sub_category_id=&view_order=1&collection_num=&smallbar=1&link=1
https://www.checkerdist.com/search/all?&search_items=MK403CO1103,%20MK403CO1135,%20MK403CO1140,%20MK403CO1158,%20MK403CO1243,%20MK403CO1246,%20MK403CO1285,%20MK403CO2000,%20MK403CO2021,%20MK403CO2024,%20MK403CO2026,%20MK403CO2110,%20MK403CO2123,%20MK403CO2130,%20MK403CO2250,%20MK403CO2260,%20MK403CO2310,%20MK403CO2311,%20MK403CO2312,%20MK403CO2314,%20MK403CO2315,%20MK403CO2326,%20MK403CO2340,%20MK403CO2360,%20MK403CO2370,%20MK403CO2372,%20MK403CO2410,%20MK403CO2423,%20MK403CO2600,%20MK403CO2605,%20MK403CO2610,%20MK403CO2615,%20MK403CO2620,%20MK403CO2692,%20MK403CO2710,%20MK403CO2715,%20MK403CO2725,%20MK403CO2783,%20MK403CO2784,%20MK403CO2785,%20MK403CO2843,%20MK403CO2905,%20MK403CO3320,%20MK403CO3660,%20MK403CO3770,%20MK403CO3817,%20MK403CO3840,%20MK403CO3852,%20MK403CO3920,%20MK403CO4060,%20MK403CO4150,%20MK403CO4250,%20MK403CO4647,%20MK403CO4651,%20MK403CO4652,%20MK403CO4653,%20MK403CO4654,%20MK403CO4655,%20MK403CO4657,%20MK403CO4658,%20MK403CO4660,%20MK403CO4662,%20MK403CO4663,%20MK403CO4664,%20MK403CO4667,%20MK403CO4668,%20MK403CO4669,%20MK403CO4670,%20MK403CO4671,%20MK403CO5004,%20MK403CO5011,%20MK403CO5020,%20MK403CO6722&category_id=&author_name=&vendor_num=&search_string=&on_sale_flag=0&instock_flag=0&niche_flag=0&usa_flag=0&sort_order=2&sub_category_id=&view_order=1&collection_num=&smallbar=1&link=1
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/MK403CO1103
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/MK403CO1135
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/MK403CO1140
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/MK403CO1158
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/MK403CO1243
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/MK403CO1246
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/MK403CO1285
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/MK403CO2000
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/MK403CO2026
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/MK403CO2110
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/MK403CO2123
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/MK403CO2130
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/MK403CO2250
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/MK403CO2260
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/MK403CO2310
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/MK403CO2311
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/MK403CO2315
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/MK403CO2326
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/MK403CO2340
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/MK403CO2360
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/MK403CO2370
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/MK403CO2372
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/MK403CO2410
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/MK403CO2423
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/MK403CO2610
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/MK403CO2615
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/MK403CO2620
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/MK403CO2692
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/MK403CO2710
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/MK403CO2715
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/MK403CO2725
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/MK403CO2783
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/MK403CO2843
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/MK403CO2905
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/MK403CO3320
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/MK403CO3660
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/MK403CO3770
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/MK403CO3817
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/MK403CO3840
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/MK403CO3852
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/MK403CO4150
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/MK403CO4250
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/MK403CO4647
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/MK403CO4651
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/MK403CO4653
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/MK403CO4654
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/MK403CO4655
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/MK403CO4660
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/MK403CO4662
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/MK403CO4663
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/MK403CO4664
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/MK403CO4667
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/MK403CO4668
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/MK403CO4669
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/MK403CO4670
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/MK403CO4671
https://www.checkerdist.com/search/all?&search_items=&category_id=&author_name=&vendor_num=S063&search_string=&on_sale_flag=0&instock_flag=0&niche_flag=0&usa_flag=0&sort_order=6&sub_category_id=&view_order=1&collection_num=&smallbar=1&link=1
https://www.checkerdist.com/search/all?search_string=STS220A%20,%20STS220B,%20STS220C,%20STS220G,%20STS220S&search=1&link=1
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/STS220A
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/STS220B
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/STS220C
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/STS220G
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/STS220S
https://www.checkerdist.com/search/all?search_string=STS220A%20,%20STS220B,%20STS220C,%20STS220G,%20STS220S&search=1&link=1
https://www.checkerdist.com/search/all?&search_items=MK403CO1103,%20MK403CO1135,%20MK403CO1140,%20MK403CO1158,%20MK403CO1243,%20MK403CO1246,%20MK403CO1285,%20MK403CO2000,%20MK403CO2021,%20MK403CO2024,%20MK403CO2026,%20MK403CO2110,%20MK403CO2123,%20MK403CO2130,%20MK403CO2250,%20MK403CO2260,%20MK403CO2310,%20MK403CO2311,%20MK403CO2312,%20MK403CO2314,%20MK403CO2315,%20MK403CO2326,%20MK403CO2340,%20MK403CO2360,%20MK403CO2370,%20MK403CO2372,%20MK403CO2410,%20MK403CO2423,%20MK403CO2600,%20MK403CO2605,%20MK403CO2610,%20MK403CO2615,%20MK403CO2620,%20MK403CO2692,%20MK403CO2710,%20MK403CO2715,%20MK403CO2725,%20MK403CO2783,%20MK403CO2784,%20MK403CO2785,%20MK403CO2843,%20MK403CO2905,%20MK403CO3320,%20MK403CO3660,%20MK403CO3770,%20MK403CO3817,%20MK403CO3840,%20MK403CO3852,%20MK403CO3920,%20MK403CO4060,%20MK403CO4150,%20MK403CO4250,%20MK403CO4647,%20MK403CO4651,%20MK403CO4652,%20MK403CO4653,%20MK403CO4654,%20MK403CO4655,%20MK403CO4657,%20MK403CO4658,%20MK403CO4660,%20MK403CO4662,%20MK403CO4663,%20MK403CO4664,%20MK403CO4667,%20MK403CO4668,%20MK403CO4669,%20MK403CO4670,%20MK403CO4671,%20MK403CO5004,%20MK403CO5011,%20MK403CO5020,%20MK403CO6722&category_id=&author_name=&vendor_num=&search_string=&on_sale_flag=0&instock_flag=0&niche_flag=0&usa_flag=0&sort_order=2&sub_category_id=&view_order=1&collection_num=&smallbar=1&link=1
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50% LESS

10%
OFF

VISIT CHECKERDIST.COM 
TO SEE ALL 66 SALE ITEMS.

  

50% LESS

10%
OFF

BOOKS & PATTERNS

Christmas Quilting by Wendy Sheppard Inspired by classic carols 
and holiday memories, this collection of festive designs from popular 
designer Wendy Sheppard will have you quilting throughout the 
Christmas season. #1415201 Retail $9.99 $4.50   

One Day Quilts Whether you need an easy weekend project 
or the perfect pattern for a retreat, this collection offers bold & 
beautiful designs that are quick. #1415211 Retail $9.99 $4.50   

Jelly Roll Quilts for All Seasons Make Jelly Roll quilts for every 
season! This collection features 12 quilt patterns for every month 
of the year. #1415221 Retail $14.99 $6.75   

Carry your must-have 
makeup, brushes, 
tools, toiletries, and 
more wherever you 
roam! #PBA269 Re-
tail $9.95 $4.48   

The Purse has one 1 & 2 
zippered compartments to 

separate and organize all 
your essentials.  
#PBA298 Retail 
$9.95 $4.48   

Fold over bags in 2 sizes, 
zippered tops fold 
over & close with 

magnetic snaps. 
#PBA299 Retail 
$9.95 $4.48   

Foolproof Flower 
Embroidery Create 
your own unique 
flower garden. 
#11400 Retail $27.95  
$12.58   

Modern Fabric Art 
Bowls Take quilt blocks 
& turn them into tasteful, 
modern bowls. #11421 
Retail $24.95 $11.23   

Tumbler Quilts 
16 modern & 
traditional projects. 
#11549 Retail $24.95 
$11.23   

Fast & Fun Lap Quilts 
Transform 10” squares 
into quilts. #11578 Retail 
$23.95 $10.78   

50% LESS

10%
OFF

Quick As A Wink 3-Yard Quilts  
8 great original quilt designs that are easy and quick! #FC032040  
Retail $15.99 $7.60   

Quilts in a Jiffy 3-Yard Quilts  
8 great original quilt designs that are easy and quick! #FC032041 
Retail $15.99 $7.60   

50% LESS

5 %
OFF

AnyTime Topper Quick, 
easy & stylish! #ABP102 
Retail $15 $6.75   

Fold & Go Folio  
Drawstring pockets 
store necklaces, 
bracelets, pins or 
thimbles & buttons. 
#ABP103 Retail $15 
$6.75   

WearEver Wrap  
With six sizes 
and three 
sleeve lengths 
to choose from 
there’s a pattern 
for everyone. 
#ABP104 Retail 
$15 $6.75   

50% LESS

10%
OFF

Quilt As  
You Go  
Made Clever  
Learn how 
to quilt 
individual 
circles, 
hexagons, & 
easy 3D quilt 
blocks. #11418 
Retail $21.95 
$9.88  

More Playful Precut 
Quilts  Mix and match 
12” blocks across 15 quilt 
projects. #11536 Retail 
$26.95 $12.13

Make Felt 
Flowers This is a 
beginner-friendly 
book. #11557 
Retail $24.95 
$11.23

50% LESS

10%
OFF

Christmas Stars  #PDG188 Retail $10 $4.50
Happy Hearts #PDG189 Retail $10 $4.50
Simple Simon Pattern #PDG203 Retail $10 $4.50
Barn Stars Block Of The Month  #PDG204 Retail $25 $11.25
Holiday Mug Rugs  #PDG206 Retail $10 $4.50
Blue Skies Block of the Month  #PDG209 Retail $25 $11.25
Fall & Winter Mug Rugs   #PDG210 Retail $10 $4.50
Spring & Summer Mug Rugs #PDG211 Retail $10 $4.50
Star Burst - Just For Fun  #PDG420 Retail $6 $2.70
Happy Holidays Topper  #PDG423 Retail $6.50 $2.93

50% LESS

10%
OFF

Binding on the 
easy-to-install zipper 
finishes the upper 
edges and forms a 
handle & grab tab. 
#PBA246-2 Retail 

$9.95 $4.48   

Visit Checkerdist.com to See More!

http://www.checkerdist.com/products/PBA246-2
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/PBA298
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/1415201
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/1415211
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/1415201
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/1415221
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/PBA269
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/PBA269
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/PBA269
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/PBA299
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/PBA299
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/PBA298
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/PBA298
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/PBA299
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/11400
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/11421
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/11549
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/11578
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/11400
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/11421
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/11549
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/11578
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/FC032040
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/FC032041
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/ABP103
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/ABP104
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/PDG188
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/PDG420
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/PDG423
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/11418
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/11557
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/FC032040
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/FC032041
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/ABP102
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/ABP103
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/ABP104
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/11418
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/11536
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/11557
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/PDG188
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/PDG189
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/PDG203
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/PDG204
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/PDG206
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/PDG209
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/PDG210
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/PDG211
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/PDG420
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/PDG423
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/1415221
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/1415211
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/PDG209
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/PDG209
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/PDG210
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/PDG210
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/PDG211
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/PDG211
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/PDG211
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/PDG211
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/PDG211
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/PDG211
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/PDG189
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/PDG203
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/PDG204
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/PDG204
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/PDG206
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/ABP102
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/11536
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/PBA246-2
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/PBA246-2
https://www.checkerdist.com/search/all?&vendor_num=P420&link=1
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NEW FABRICS
Must HaveMust Have

Release Date:  
September 30th, 2024

Home Sweet Home Home Sweet Home 
+ FREIGHT

release date:  release date:  
november 30november 30thth, 2024, 2024
order by august 6th for  

guaranteed first delivery.

+ FREIGHT

44"/45"  cot ton

44"/45" Cotton

http://www.checkerdist.com/products/Y4256-26
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/Y4256-33
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/Y4257-27
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/Y4257-74
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/Y4258-55
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/Y4259-11
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/Y4259-23
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/Y4259-33
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/Y4260-33
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/Y4260-74
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/Y4260-91
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/Y4261-23
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/Y4261-26
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/Y4261-33
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/Y4262-19
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/Y4262-34
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/Y4262-38
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/Y4262-74
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/Y4254-55
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/VR24450
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/VR24451
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/VR24452
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/VR24453
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/VR24454
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/VR24455
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/VR24456
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/VR24457
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/VR24458
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/VR24459
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/VR24460
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/VR24461
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/VR24462
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/VR24463
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/VR24464
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/VR24465
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/VR24466
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/VR24467
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/VR24468
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/VR24469
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/VR24470
https://www.checkerdist.com/search/fabrics?collection_num=63031&link=1
https://www.checkerdist.com/search/all?&search_items=COL-GARDENFRSH-10,%20COL-GARDENFRSH-15,%20FQ0481,%20SQ0481,%20ST0481,%20TSQ0481,%20Y4254-55,%20Y4255-11,%20Y4255-116,%20Y4256-26,%20Y4256-33,%20Y4257-27,%20Y4257-74,%20Y4258-55,%20Y4259-11,%20Y4259-23,%20Y4259-33,%20Y4260-33,%20Y4260-74,%20Y4260-91,%20Y4261-23,%20Y4261-26,%20Y4261-33,%20Y4262-19,%20Y4262-31,%20Y4262-34,%20Y4262-38,%20Y4262-74&category_id=&author_name=&vendor_num=&search_string=&on_sale_flag=0&instock_flag=0&niche_flag=0&usa_flag=0&sort_order=2&sub_category_id=&view_order=1&collection_num=&smallbar=1&link=1
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NEW FABRICS
Must HaveMust Have

Major League BaseballMajor League Baseball

Release Date:  
October 31st, 2024&

threaded with love
Lew� Irene

15¢
OFF  

PER YARD

+ FREIGHT

+ FREIGHT

45" & 60" Cotton

44"/ 45" Glow in the Dark Cotton

Available Now!

Order by July 3rd for  
guaranteed first delivery.

http://www.checkerdist.com/products/14413-B
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/14414-B
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/14418-B
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/14433-B
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/60049-B
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/60255-B
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/60271-B
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/60298-B
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/60314-BK
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/60341-B
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/60443-B
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/6631-B
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/6632-B
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/6633-B
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/6635-B
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/6637-B
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/6641-B
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/6646-B
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/6647-B
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/6654-B
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/6655-B
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/6666-B
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/6676-B
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/6682-B
https://www.checkerdist.com/search/all?&search_items=60049-B,%2060255-B,%2060314-BK,%2060298-B,%2014413-B,%2014414-B,%2060443-B,%206631-B,%206632-B,%206633-B,%206635-B,%206637-B,%206641-B,%206646-B,%206647-B,%206655-B,%206654-B,%206682-B,%2014418-B,%2060341-B,%206666-B,%2060271-B,%2014433-B,%206676-B&category_id=&author_name=&vendor_num=&search_string=&on_sale_flag=0&instock_flag=0&niche_flag=0&usa_flag=0&sort_order=2&sub_category_id=&view_order=1&collection_num=&smallbar=1&link=1
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/A867-1
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/A867-2
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/A867-3
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/A868-1
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/A868-2
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/A868-3
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/A869-1
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/A869-2
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/A869-3
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/A870-1
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/A870-2
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/A870-3
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/A871-1
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/A871-2
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/A871-3
https://www.checkerdist.com/search/all?&search_items=A867-1,%20A867-2,%20A867-3,%20A868-1,%20A868-2,%20A868-3,%20A869-1,%20A869-2,%20A869-3,%20A870-1,%20A870-2,%20A870-3,%20A871-1,%20A871-2,%20A871-3&category_id=&author_name=&vendor_num=&search_string=&on_sale_flag=0&instock_flag=0&niche_flag=0&usa_flag=0&sort_order=2&sub_category_id=&view_order=1&collection_num=&smallbar=1&link=1


SALE
+ WHAT’S NEW

What’s OnWhat’s On
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400 W. Dussel Dr. Ste. B
Maumee, Ohio 43537-1653

R

RCheckerdist.comCheckerdist.com  |  Serving Independent Shops Since 1948.

+ FREIGHT

Available Now!
44"/45" Cotton

https://www.checkerdist.com/products/1YD-14650C-21
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/SB20051-100
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/SB20053-101
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/SB20053-106
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/SB20053-520
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/SB20053-715
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/SB20103-430
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/SB20103-680
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/SB20103-690
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/SB20103-830
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/SB20103-850
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/SB20104-535
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/SB20104-835
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/SB20105-100
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/SB20105-199
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/SB20105-535
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/SB20105-740
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/SB20105-835
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/SB20157-310
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/SB20157-420
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/SB20157-545
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/SB20157-710
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/SB20157-810
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/SB20171-100
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/SB20171-199
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/SB20171-520
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/SB20171-740
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/SB20171-780
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/SB20171-815
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/SB20171-830
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/SB20171-925
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/SB20197-100
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/SB20197-310
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/SB20197-710
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/SB20197-820
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/SB20197-930
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/SB20208-520
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/SB20268-310
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/SB20268-820
http://www.checkerdist.com/products/SB20424-820
https://www.checkerdist.com/search/all?&search_items=SB20051-100,%20SB20053-101,%20SB20053-106,%20SB20053-280,%20SB20053-520,%20SB20053-715,%20SB20103-430,%20SB20103-450,%20SB20103-680,%20SB20103-690,%20SB20103-830,%20SB20103-850,%20SB20104-535,%20SB20104-835,%20SB20105-100,%20SB20105-199,%20SB20105-535,%20SB20105-740,%20SB20105-835,%20SB20157-310,%20SB20157-420,%20SB20157-545,%20SB20157-710,%20SB20157-810,%20SB20171-100,%20SB20171-199,%20SB20171-520,%20SB20171-740,%20SB20171-780,%20SB20171-815,%20SB20171-830,%20SB20171-925,%20SB20197-100,%20SB20197-310,%20SB20197-710,%20SB20197-820,%20SB20197-930,%20SB20208-520,%20SB20268-310,%20SB20268-820,%20SB20424-820&category_id=&author_name=&vendor_num=&search_string=&on_sale_flag=0&instock_flag=0&niche_flag=0&usa_flag=0&sort_order=2&sub_category_id=&view_order=1&collection_num=&smallbar=1&link=1

